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Abstract

Software development in highly dynamic environments imposes high risks to development organizations. One such risk is that the developed software may be of only little or no value to customers, wasting the invested development efforts. Continuous experimentation, as an experiment-driven development approach, may reduce such development risks by iteratively testing product and service assumptions that are critical to the success of the software. Although several experiment-driven development approaches are available, there is little guidance available on how to introduce continuous experimentation into an organization. This article presents a multiple-case study that aims at better understanding the process of introducing continuous experimentation into an organization with an already established development process. The results from the study show that companies are open to adopting such an approach and learning throughout the introduction process. Several benefits were obtained, such as reduced development efforts, deeper customer insights, and better support for development decisions. Challenges included complex stakeholder structures, difficulties in...
defining success criteria, and building experimentation skills. Our findings indicate that organizational factors may limit the benefits of experimentation. Moreover, introducing continuous experimentation requires fundamental changes in how companies operate, and a systematic introduction process can increase the chances of a successful start.
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1 Introduction

When companies aim to ensure the success of their products and services, the utilization of data in making development decisions offers a powerful means of finding the right features that provide real value to customers. This requires companies to continuously discover what customers need through direct customer feedback and observation of usage behavior. The findings lead to better knowledge of the customers' requirements and their behavior, which can then be used to guide the development process (Laage-Hellman et al., 2014). In addition, the findings also reduce uncertainty for the development teams. Companies are recognizing the need to transition their traditional research and development (R&D) activities toward experiment-driven systems that support continuous customer feedback and mechanisms to better capitalize on such feedback (Fagerholm et al., 2014).

Using data to support decision-making in software development is not new, and several authors have described a number of approaches and case examples which illustrate what kind of analyses can be made. Large volumes of usage data became available with the rise of web sites and applications, and methods for mining such data have been applied in personalisation, system improvement, site modification, business intelligence, and usage characterisation (Srivastava et al., 2000). Similarly, there are examples of instrumenting software running locally on users' devices and analysing the resulting data to gain insights on, e.g., performance issues (Han, 2012). Pachidi et al. (2014) propose a method to guide the analysis of data collected during software operation, using three different data mining techniques to produce a classification analysis, user profiling, and clickstream analysis to support decision-making.

Whereas data mining can be performed in an exploratory manner without many up-front assumptions, an experiment-driven approach focuses on testing important assumptions about a software product or service. Although the benefits of adopting an experiment-driven approach have been outlined (Olsson et al., 2012; Karvonen et al., 2015; Fagerholm et al., 2014, 2016), the process of starting and methodically doing experiments is unfortunately not very clear. Even though many experiment-driven approaches exist, there is no de facto standard approach and it is not easy to select one and apply it to any company context. While experiment-driven design and software development are current trends, much of the discussion around this topic is high level and practical methods are still poorly understood. As echoed by Fagerholm et al. (2014), conducting experimentation is not an easy task, and companies looking to adopt an experiment-
driven approach to product or service development face many challenges. Adopting such an approach requires companies to have or be willing to create the necessary processes, structures, technological infrastructure and culture to enable experimentation. Coupled with inexperience, existing ways of working, and other factors, moving toward experiment-driven development might seem like a daunting task.

In this article, we present a multiple-case study in which we describe how continuous experimentation was introduced in the product and service development of two large software-intensive companies, one in the digital business consulting and services domain, and the other in the telecommunications domain. The introduction process was led by a team of researchers with prior experience in continuous experimentation. Facilitating experts with an academic background assisted the companies in structuring experiments, provided learning opportunities, and encouraged the companies to think through details they might have skipped due to everyday operative work.

Continuous experimentation takes the principle that product or service ideas can be developed by constantly conducting systematic experiments and collecting user feedback. The term continuous represents the iteration and sustainability of the approach; however, when introducing the approach, the focus should be on completing the first experimentation cycles methodically which can then be repeated. In this study, we have conducted first experimentation cycles with the case companies with this motivation.

The findings in this paper provide new insights into the activities involved in the introduction process, as well as the relevant decisions made, benefits gained, and challenges faced during the process. In both cases, the companies were able to successfully conduct an experiment and gain the benefits of continuous experimentation early on, such as the ability to make development decisions based on data and not opinions. The study further reveals that starting should not be seen as a hurdle; it can begin at the team level, with teams that include a person with the ability to make development decisions in the company, with small-scale experiments and can later expand to a larger scope.

We do not present the activities for introducing continuous experimentation in companies as prescriptive; rather, we describe a possible set of activities and events involved. At this stage, we do not perform an evaluation of the introduction process, but rather we observe the benefits and challenges as experienced by companies in the software development domain as well as gain a deeper understanding of how the introduction process can be carried out. The findings support existing knowledge and provide new insights that are important for researchers working to develop improved models with clear guidelines that companies can use to easily start.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the background and related work relevant to this study. The study’s research questions are presented in Section 3. Section 4 describes the research method, including the case companies, as well as the data collection and analysis approach. Results of the study are described in Section 5, and a full discussion of
the findings is given in Section 6. In Section 7, we discuss the validity of the study. Conclusions and potential future work based on the paper are in Section 8.

2 Background and related work

In this section, we consider the role of experiment-driven development as a means of testing critical product assumptions in the software development process. We take a closer look at how experimentation in software development has emerged in time; followed by existing experimentation models. Here, the term “model” refers to the simplified description that was developed to capture and/or guide the process of experimentation. Coupled with the researchers’ prior work and practical experience in the field, scientific databases were queried with various related keywords such as “experimentation” “continuous experimentation”, “experiment model or framework or method” in the fields of software engineering, computer science, information systems and business information in order to capture as much as related work as possible and identify the existing experimentation models.

Based on these, we identify the common and core elements of the existing experimentation models. These core elements serve as a basis for the researchers to define an initial process for introducing an experiment-driven approach, i.e., continuous experimentation, in the case companies.

2.1 Experimentation in software development

Today’s software development environments are fast-changing, with unpredictable markets, complex and uncertain customer requirements, rapidly advancing information technology, and pressures to deliver products rapidly. To compete and survive in these environments, organizations have to develop, release, and learn from their software products and services quickly (Tichy et al., 2015). Hence, many software companies have adopted or are adopting agile practices, which champion flexibility, efficiency, and speed in developing software (Highsmith and Cockburn, 2001).

Some companies have adopted agile from the start, but many established companies are based on a different approach and operating philosophy. Such companies must undergo a profound transformation if they wish to adopt an agile approach. In the transition path to agile development, there are several steps through which a company must go, as described in the “stairway to heaven” model (Olsson et al., 2012). The model builds on three principles: software is evolved or developed through frequent deployment of new versions, customer data is used throughout the development process, and new ideas are tested with the customers in order to drive the development process and increase customer satisfaction. The final stage in this evolution path, which is termed “R&D as an experiment system,” is the stage at which the whole R&D system is driven by real-time customer feedback and development is able to respond to customers’ present needs. At this stage, deployment of software is seen not as the delivery of a final product but as a way to start, test, and revise functionality (Olsson et al., 2012). This
requires the ability to build data collection components and the capability to use the collected data effectively (Olsson et al., 2012). Karvonen et al. (2015) extended the model by integrating it with practices that are important for companies evolving toward the final stage.

Reaching this experiment-driven stage of software product and service development promises several benefits and can help organizations fulfill the aim of learning quickly and surviving in today’s software development environments. Incorporating experimentation into software development not only allows for quick delivery of value to customers but also helps companies make decisions based on customer or user data rather than on just opinions (Rissanen and Münch, 2015). Through experiments, organizations can be more informed about which features to fully implement, thus helping them avoid developing features or products that are not valuable to customers (Olsson and Bosch, 2015). As Bosch (2012) states, “the faster the organization learns about the customer and the real world operation of the system, the more value it will provide.”

In some domains, experiments are easier to conduct because the underlying technical platform readily supports rapid deployment of features and usage data collection. Web-based applications are one such example, where continuous experimentation has been used even at very large scale (e.g. Tang et al, 2010; Steiber and Alänge, 2013; Adams et al., 2013). The key to successful experimentation with software-intensive products and services, however, may not be primarily technical but has to do with the capability to develop relevant experiments that yield valuable, actionable information. Lindgren and Münch (2015) define several criteria for systematic experimentation in software domain. An assumption should be tied to higher level business considerations and they should be transformed into testable hypotheses. An experiment should be designed and run based on a testable hypothesis and as results are analysed, they should again be linked to business considerations. If the results are not as expected, the reasons can be investigated further, otherwise they should aid decision-making.

2.2 Experimentation models

With many organizations moving toward agile development and adopting experiment-driven approaches to rapid delivery of value, several models have been developed that aim at capturing and aiding the experimentation process. Although there are differences in the models¹, noticeably, many of them present an experimentation development cycle that resembles the build-measure-learn (BML) feedback loop, which was codified by Eric Ries and that lies at the core of the Lean Startup approach (Ries, 2011). The BML loop starts by forming one or many falsifiable hypotheses that need to be tested. The build step focuses on creating a so-called minimum viable product (MVP) that has been instrumented for data collection (Ries, 2011). The measure step focuses on using the MVP in a test, thereby collecting data. Once the test has been conducted, the collected data is analyzed in order to validate or invalidate the formed hypotheses. Based on whether the hypotheses are found to be valid or invalid, a

¹ It is not our aim at this point to perform an in-depth analysis of the shortcomings of each model, but rather provide a brief description and identify the common experimentation elements among them.
decision can be made to move the idea to the next stage (i.e., implement a full product or feature), correct the course to test a new fundamental hypothesis, or stop.

2.2.1 Innovation experiment systems model
The innovation experiment systems (IES) model, which forms the final stage of the stairway to heaven model (Bosch, 2012), focuses on innovation and testing ideas with customers to fulfill customer and business needs. The model demonstrates a process that first forms a hypothesis that is typically based on business goals and customer “pains”. Following hypothesis formation, a decision is made regarding the quantitative metrics to be used to test the hypothesis. After this, an MVP or minimum viable feature (MVF) is developed and deployed. The MVP or MVF is then exposed to users or customers for a certain amount of time and the appropriate data is collected. In the final phase, the data is analyzed to validate the hypothesis. If the experiment supports the hypothesis, a full version of the MVP or MVF can be implemented, while if the experiment proved the hypothesis to be wrong, the strategy can be altered based on the implications of the false hypothesis.

2.2.2 Early stage software startup development model
The early stage software startup development (ESSSDM) model also extends the Lean Startup principles and aims at offering more support for operational processes and decision-making for startup companies (Björk et al., 2013). The ESSSDM model in particular provides support for a development team to test multiple product ideas in parallel. However, the main purpose is to identify one product idea that is worth scaling. The model has three parts: idea generation (a collection of problems that need solving), a prioritized idea backlog, and a funnel through which ideas are validated systematically, in parallel, using Ries’ (2011) BML loop. The funnel itself is divided into four stages, each stage consisting of a BML loop. Thus, for each idea, one or many falsifiable hypotheses are formulated and experiments are defined and prepared to test them. Afterward, the experiments are run and data is collected, which is then analyzed. The results and learnings are then documented and, in particular, the learnings are fed back into the business model and the validated learning process, which typically leads to new hypotheses. At the end of each BML iteration, there is an opportunity for the team to reflect upon all that has been learned and to act upon it, with the first decision being typically whether the idea is ready to move on to the next funnel stage.

2.2.3 The RIGHT model
Fagerholm et al. (2016) introduces the RIGHT model for continuous experimentation, that utilizes the BML loop, with blocks that are repeated over time and are supported by a technical infrastructure. Each BML block structures the activities involved in conducting experiments. The model illustrates that the experiments are derived from the product vision, which is connected to the business strategy. The business strategy consists of many assumptions underlying the steps to create a scalable and sustainable business model for the product. However, some of the assumptions have inherent uncertainties that can be reduced by conducting experiments. An experiment thus reduces development risks. Hypotheses are formed based on the assumptions, and and experiments are designed to test the hypotheses. Based on the
hypothesis, an MVP or MVF with instrumentation for data collection is implemented and deployed. The experiment is then executed for a duration of time, and data from the MVP/MVF is collected. The collected data is then analyzed to support product-level decision-making.

2.2.4 Hypothesis experiment data-driven development model
The hypothesis experiment data-driven development (HYPEX) model captures the development process that supports companies in running feature experiments (Olsson and Bosch, 2014). As with the other models, the HYPEX model aims to shorten feedback loops and promotes the development of MVFs that are continuously verified with customers. The model illustrates a number of steps. The first step is the generation of features that may potentially bring value to customers. The features are generated based on business goals and the understanding of customer needs. However, not all features may be selected for implementation. The selection of which feature to implement is the next step and includes selecting features for which there is uncertainty in either the feature functionality, implementation alternatives, or feature development. Following the feature selection, the MVF is implemented and instrumented for data collection. The authors of the model recommend starting with the implementation of the most important functionality. Using the collected data, the MVF is analyzed for gaps between the actual behavior of the feature in comparison to the expected behavior. If the analysis results show that the gap is small enough, the MVF is finalized. However, if the gap is significant, then the development team generates hypotheses to explain the gap. Alternatively, the team can decide to abandon the feature entirely if it is found to have no added value. Two main categories of hypotheses can be formed: either that the implemented feature is not adequate for the customer to obtain the full benefits or that alternative implementation of the MVF will yield a different outcome. In the former case, the MVF is extended in order to collect more accurate metrics.

2.2.5 Qualitative/quantitative customer-driven development model
The qualitative/quantitative customer-driven development (QCD) model views requirements as hypotheses that must be continuously validated throughout the development cycle in order to prove customer value rather than being set in stone early on in the development process (Olsson and Bosch, 2015). The hypotheses are normally derived from business strategies, innovation initiatives, qualitative and quantitative customer feedback, and results from ongoing customer validation cycles. If the customer feedback technique used is qualitative, then the validation cycle consists of direct interactions with customers, resulting in smaller amounts of data. If the technique is quantitative, the validation cycle consists of deploying the feature in the product, instrumented for data collection on feature usage, and then storing the data in a product database. The data is then analyzed and used to decide whether to re-prioritize the hypothesis.

2.3 Core elements of experimentation
In the previous sections, we described existing models that aim to guide organizations in conducting experimentation. However, even though some of the models have been validated within a few software companies, it is not clear how organizations select one that works for them
and how they start using them. This is evidenced by the case companies covered in this study, who were aware of the theories behind some of the models but did not know how to practically adopt them. Among the reasons for this is that organizations’ contexts differ; for big organizations with several teams, it is not clear how vision or strategy can drive assumptions held about a product or service feature. For instance, in the RIGHT model, the general vision of the product or service is assumed to exist. Furthermore, not all the models outline who should lead or facilitate the process.

Thus, even though the models described here do a good job of capturing the process, the question of how to practically introduce an experiment-driven approach in software companies is still not very clear. However, the models do present common elements of experimentation, which were used as guides by the researchers in introducing experimentation in the case companies. The elements of the models are listed and described in Table 1. Elements common to all five models include object of experimentation, hypothesis, product and/or feature, process, data collection, analysis, and next steps.

Table 1: Elements of experimentation arising from the models described in Sections 2.2.1 - 2.2.5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Object of experimentation (e.g., concepts, ideas, insights, assumptions, uncertainties, features)</td>
<td>The object of experimentation refers to what drives the experimentation. This can be ideas or problems that need solving, uncertainties related to feature usage, assumptions, or concepts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short feedback loop (also rapid customer feedback)</td>
<td>All the models advocate a shorter feedback loop in which a product or feature is deployed continuously in order to get feedback quickly from users and to update the product or feature accordingly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value (e.g., increase customer satisfaction, save R&amp;D costs)</td>
<td>Creating, delivering, and capturing value from users or customers is a central motivation for conducting experiments in all the models.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis</td>
<td>Hypothesis, although a common element, is described differently in the models. For instance, a hypothesis can be derived from business strategies, innovation initiatives, qualitative and quantitative customer feedback, or results from on-going customer validation cycles. In this case, the hypothesis drives the experiment. In the HYPEX model however, the hypothesis is developed to explain the existence of a gap between actual behavior and expected behavior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVP, MVF</td>
<td>Refers to the smallest possible part of a product or feature that adds value to a customer.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Experiment (also a test, validation) | Refers to the logic and actual process of running the experiment.
---|---
Data collection | All the models include quantitative or qualitative data collection.
Analysis (e.g., data analysis, gap analysis) | Refers to the process of examining the collected data in order to validate the hypothesis or identify gaps between actual and expected usage behavior.
Next steps (includes learnings and decisions) | The final stage in all the models is to act on the learnings gained from the analysis. This can be to either persevere or pivot the business strategy, finalize, extend, pivot or abandon the feature, move the idea to the next stage, pivot, persevere, or put it on hold in favor of a different idea, or reprioritize the hypothesis.

Existing models portray important perspectives into experiment-driven software development. However, the manner in which to introduce the approach is not trivial for organizations. Thus, we aim to examine how to introduce an experiment-driven development approach, i.e., continuous experimentation, into an organization.

3 Research questions

The main objective of the study was to better understand how continuous experimentation can be introduced in large software development companies, looking at the decision points, benefits, and challenges from the perspective of the two case companies. Based on the study objectives, the following research questions were defined:

RQ1. What are the main activities involved in the introducing continuous experimentation in an organization?
RQ2. What are the decision points that are relevant during this process?
RQ3. What are the benefits observed and gained by the process of introducing continuous experimentation in an organization?
RQ4. What are the challenges faced during this introduction process?

The first research question investigates organizational aspects of introducing continuous experimentation in software companies, including the activities and optimum roles involved, while the second research question explores the decision points that can be encountered during the process. The third research question seeks to identify the benefits of starting to conduct experiments continuously. The fourth research question explores the challenges encountered during the process of introducing continuous experimentation into an organization, as well as its influences.
All the research questions are answered by analyzing the data collected throughout the introduction process. The data collection and analysis methods are explained in more detail in Section 4.2. All the research questions are addressed in Section 5 (Results) and they are explicitly answered in Section 6 (Discussion).

4 Research method

This study follows a multiple-case study approach, with the experimentation introduction process as the unit of analysis, and it adopts an interpretive research approach (Walsham, 1995). The two companies used as cases in this study are both involved in the development of software products and services. In particular, this study focuses on one development team within each company that was involved in the experimentation process. Using case studies allowed us to study the process of introducing continuous experimentation in a real business context, helping us to understand how context characteristics influence its adoption and the manner in which it is carried out (Runeson and Höst, 2009). Additionally, the study has elements of action research, in that the researchers were actively involved in the process being studied (Robson, 2011).

4.1 Research context

The study was conducted as a collaboration between researchers at the University of Helsinki and two software product and service development companies, all participating in the Finnish research program Need For Speed² (N4S). The program gave the companies an opportunity to better understand the benefits that are expected from an experiment-driven software development approach. Both companies' interests in adopting the approach motivated them to take part in this study. Companies had prior familiarity with the concept of experiment-driven development and have been conducting ad-hoc experiments such as usability tests with focus groups and with think aloud approaches, however, they did not conduct experimentation in a systematic way. Haphazard or ad-hoc experimentation can produce interesting data, but may fail to reveal the reliable and valuable knowledge required to make good decisions. Systematic experimentations requires the ability to identify areas where experiments are needed, would be beneficial, and would be worth the effort. The researchers have prior expertise in conducting experiments and have developed a model for continuous experimentation in software engineering (Fagerholm et al., 2014, 2016; see Section 2 for more details about the model). Basic facts about the case companies are shown in Table 2, and they are described in more detail subsequently.

Table 2: Key demographic facts of case companies. Company sizes are reported according to European Commission Recommendation 2003/361 (European Commission, 2003), which classifies companies according to headcount and turnover as follows. Micro: <10, ≤2 M€; small: <50, ≤10 M€; medium: <250, ≤50 M€ (both criteria must be fulfilled). In addition, we separate large companies, which exceed the criteria for medium company in the EC recommendation, and very large companies, which we define by headcount ≥5000 and turnover ≥500 000 M€. We consider the headcount and turnover of the entire

² http://www.n4s.fi
business group but contrast the size with the headcount of the organizational unit that participated in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Company Size</th>
<th>Software Developers in Case Organizational Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>New business and digital services</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Approx. 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Communication technology and services</td>
<td>Very large</td>
<td>Approx. 70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1.1 Company A

Company A is a digital business consulting and services company that specializes in developing new business and digital services for clients. Its business offering includes software development, consulting, and service design among others. Company A has adopted an agile way of working where cross-functional team collaboration is emphasized and evolutionary and rapid software development is followed. The established way of working as well as close cooperation with the customer facilitated readiness for adopting continuous experimentation and therefore, the company was a good candidate for this study.

Company A provides a service (Service A), that allows companies to monitor and analyze trends relating to their business and their competitors in media sources. Service A includes various tools such as a search tool, email alerts, and a report tool, all of which allow users of the service to quickly react to events, follow the state of their own business and their competitors’ business, and respond accordingly.

Company A provides the service to their client, who uses it to provide further value added services to end customers. The client wants to improve Service A for their customers in order to stay competitive and develop new sources of income. Figure 1 summarizes the stakeholders involved. All the stakeholders involved are organizations and the business network is therefore a business-to-business network.
Study focus

Evolving the service imposes several risks to Company A. The market for such services as well as the technology involved is highly dynamic. In consequence, customers’ needs and potential options for addressing these needs cannot be easily predicted. These needs and solution options need to be understood in order to evolve the service in a successful direction. Continuous experimentation promises to be suited for this task. In addition, Company A’s client had limited data about their customers, which was seen as a challenge that could be addressed by introducing the continuous experimentation approach. Fortunately, there was a willingness from Company A to understand the client and its customers better. In addition, accessing the customer usage data was seen as a motivating opportunity to help the development team of Company A prioritize which features to develop and how to evolve the overall service.

The focus of the research study with Company A was on Service A. Within Company A, we report on the work conducted with one of the development teams developing this service. Number of participants are shown in Table 3.

Table 3: Company A participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Team Size</th>
<th>People Actively Involved in Collaboration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Figure 1: Stakeholders involved with Service A.
The roles involved in the collaboration from the company were a business developer (also product owner), feature integration manager and UX designer. In general, all the roles were actively involved in the initial activities of the introduction process, but the business developer and feature integration manager were the most active throughout all the introduction process activities (see Section 6.1)

4.1.2 Company B

Company B is a multinational corporation specializing in providing communication technology and services. The organization is highly distributed, with globally allocated development teams. It operates in the domain of communications technology and provides equipment, software and services to its customers. One of the products the company is developing is a cloud service platform enabling telecom operators to offer connectivity management and billing services to enterprise customers through operator and troubleshooter users. Similarly to Company A, Company B has multiple layers of stakeholders involved with the product, as shown in Figure 2. We have previously described the details of the experiment conducted with this company in Yaman et al. (2016).
Study focus

The cloud service platform was at the center of the introduction process. More specifically, we focused on one feature of the cloud service platform that was being implemented by a Finland-based team, an activity log. The activity log provides a graphical view of enterprises' subscription communication information. The activity log can be viewed and interacted with by the operators in order to provide troubleshooting service. It is a part of the aforementioned platform, which is under continuous development. The development involves 9 to 11 teams (around 70 people) who are distributed over multiple locations. One of the reasons for focusing on the activity log was that development on it had not yet started and there was a lot of uncertainty about how to develop it in a way that provides value to the end users. This also made the company to be a good candidate for the case study, as one of uncertainties could be the subject of the first experimentation cycle.

Table 4 shows the number of company participants. There were two teams involved in the collaboration: one development team from the cloud service platform and a UX team supporting the development team. Eight people from both the development and UX teams were involved in the introduction process. However, two persons, a technical coach and UX designer, were most active throughout all the introduction process activities (see Section 6.1).

Table 4: Company B participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Team Size</th>
<th>People Actively Involved in Collaboration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3 (a business developer, a feature integration manager, and an UX designer)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The teams in Company B follow a lean software development approach. In particular, the development and UX team work closely together and use different methods and tools such as Kanban boards and product roadmaps for product development.

4.2 Data collection and analysis

The primary data sources used in this study are transcripts of audio recordings of face-to-face meetings, minutes and notes of meetings (both onsite and online, including weekly online status meetings), email communication, and open-ended semi-structured interviews from the time of initiation (Spring 2015 for Company A and Autumn 2015 for Company B) to completion of the case studies. In addition, the researchers were provided with background materials (e.g., PowerPoint slides, product and service description notes, user stories) by the company.
representatives to be used in the analysis. Altogether, two meetings and two workshops were held with Company A, and eleven on-site and remote meetings with Company B to exchange information about the companies, their products and services and continuous experimentation. As displayed in Tables 3 and 4, two people from Company A and three from Company B were actively involved in the collaboration. Chapter 5 provides a detailed account of the meetings and the roles. All the communication was done in English and thus the collected data was in English. Participant observation was used and all the researchers participating in the meetings took notes which were compared afterwards to ensure consistency.

A database was kept for each company case, as suggested in case study method literature (e.g. Yin, 2009). All case data, including the meeting recordings, transcriptions, minutes and notes of the meetings, background material, interview design, responses and data analysis, were stored in the database. A number of unstructured interviews were held throughout the case duration as well as a post-case semi-structured interview with the active company participants at the end of the cases.

For the analysis of the collected data we followed an iterative thematic analysis approach (Braun and Clarke, 2006; Robson, 2011). The method allowed us to identify, analyze, and finalize themes within the data. We first composed a list of initial themes that emerged both from the data and from core elements of experimentation identified in the literature (see Section 2.3). Afterwards, the data from each case database were extracted and reviewed by two researchers separately in order to first obtain an overall understanding of each case and assign codes to corresponding data, following an inductive and exploratory approach. Then, both researchers compared the codes from each case with the initial themes and held discussion sessions during which the codes were evolved iteratively in a structured way. After several iterations, the researchers reached a state in which no significant codes or themes emerged.

The results of the analysis are presented on two different levels. First, the case-specific results are given (Sections 5.1 and 5.2), formulated as a narrative that describes the events and activities that occurred in the introduction process of Company A and B. These narratives revealed a list of activities that can be followed during an introduction process, as well as an answer to RQ1. Secondly, a cross-case analysis of both cases was conducted (Section 5.3) using thematic analysis organized along the identified codes from the analysis. Cross-case analysis helped us to accumulate knowledge from both of the cases in order to answer the rest of the research questions on the decision points, benefits, and challenges in the introduction process.

5 Results

In this section, we first present the introduction journeys from the perspective of each company separately. This provides answers to RQ1. We then present a cross-case analysis of the two cases, which gives answers to research questions 2, 3 and 4.
5.1 Company A’s journey

Through the N4S project, Company A and researchers at the University of Helsinki collaborated on how to start and conduct experiment-driven software development. This took place in spring 2015. Figure 3 captures the timeline of the introduction process for Company A.

![Figure 3: Timeline of introduction process for Company A.](image)

Understanding the context

The introduction process started with understanding Company A and its service; this involved an orientation meeting between four researchers and three members of a development team who is developing the Service A. These members were a business developer – who also served as product owner – a feature integration manager, and a UX designer. Hereafter, we will refer to these collectively as Company A.

During the orientation meeting, the researchers first gave a presentation on continuous experimentation and the RIGHT model (Fagerholm et al., 2016). Company A then presented the development history and the current development activities with regard to Service A including its functionality, scope, development schedule, stakeholders involved, and the business goals. During the meeting, it was explained that Service A was a re-implementation and improvement of an existing system. Company A also gave details regarding the processes they undertook to discover and understand user needs. They realized that there was still a need to collect data about how users use Service A in order to understand what is important to them. The Service A usage data can then be used by the development team to prioritize the development activities with respect to functionality, user interface, and business goals. Thus, at the stage of the orientation meeting, Company A was ready and interested in adopting continuous experimentation to support their planned development efforts. Advantageously, Company A was in a stage where the main technical infrastructure, the back-end, and parts of the user interface of Service A tools were already built and in beta testing with people from the client organization.

An important aspect to capture in the orientation meeting was the role of the different stakeholders and their level of interaction with Service A. Understanding these layers helped identify how value is created. In the meeting, three levels of stakeholders were identified (see Figure 1). A challenge was seen with respect to reaching and observing the end users (i.e., the
client's customers) as they were not involved in the beta testing. Thus, in the orientation meeting it was decided that the client, who is also the beta tester, would serve as proxy for the end user during the initial experiments.

The tools included in Service A were also described in more detail during the orientation meeting. Service A uses a search tool to retrieve users’ requested information from various sources. The search results are visible to a user in two ways: (1) through an email alert and (2) through a report tool. At the time of the study, Company A anticipated focusing most of their development efforts on the report tool interface, where they would like to provide various functionality for the user, such as sharing, commenting, and rating of search results. With this focus, Company A would like to drive more users to the report tool.

At the end of the orientation meeting, a few ideas had been suggested for which continuous experimentation could help. However, no specific idea was selected. The selection and designing of the experiment were scheduled for the next meeting, which was held as a workshop.

Identifying experiment target

The same participants from the orientation meeting attended the workshop, with the addition of one more researcher. The workshop was structured as a brainstorming session to identify experimentation target ideas. The workshop participants were divided into small groups of three, and each group formulated proposals for what to experiment on.

After each group was finished, all ideas within the groups were presented. The ideas were written down and each was discussed in order to assess the value and feasibility of setting up an appropriate experiment. In this process, those ideas that were obviously too large to be completed in a reasonable time-frame were removed.

During the discussion of the ideas, it became apparent that an important touchpoint for users of Service A was an email alert generated by the search tool and sent to the users. In the earlier implementation of Service A, the email alert showed results linked directly to the original media source. In other words, users had to log into the report tool separately if they wished to see results in the report tool. However, that implementation might result in users only interacting with the email alert and forgetting to log into the report tool, especially if they are satisfied with the email alert. For these users, the interaction with Service A ends with the email alert. But Company A would like to avoid that situation as it is developing the report tool with wide functionality and expects a big user base. Thus, understanding the usage of the email alert and report tool better and ensuring high usage of the report tool, became the target of the experiment.

Running the experiment

After identifying the experiment target, a second workshop was held the week after with the same participants to prepare the experiment design. During the workshop, the assumption about the email alert and report tool was identified. Based on this, a hypothesis was derived and
a plan for testing it was drawn up. Table 5 gives a summary of the experiment design along the common elements of experimentation identified in Section 2.3. At the end of the second workshop, the experiment design was finalized along with action plans and responsibilities for both Company A and the researchers. The researchers were responsible for revising the experiment design, while Company A was responsible for implementing and deploying a MVF. The MVF in this case was an email alert to be sent to the users that included elements linked to the report tool and records when and where a user clicked in the email alert.

Table 5: Experiment design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assumptions</th>
<th>Sending email alerts will help drive users more often to the report tool.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis</td>
<td>We believe that sending users an email alert linked to the report tool will result in the conversion of users to the tool by 90%. In order to validate this, we will run a two week experiment where users will receive the report tool linked email alerts and we will measure the users that come to the report tool through these alerts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVF</td>
<td>Email alert that includes links to the report tool and records users’ clicks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test subjects</td>
<td>Ten Service A beta testers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collected data</td>
<td>Timestamp and location of user clicks for each email alert. Number of email alerts sent to user. Number of times user entered report tool through email alert.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of running experiment</td>
<td>Two weeks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data analysis</td>
<td>For each user, calculate ratio of ‘number of email alerts that brought the user to the report tool’ to the ‘total number of email alerts sent to user’ in the two-week period.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The experiment was planned to start two weeks after the second workshop, but because of holidays, the process was delayed as the test subjects were then not available. After the holidays, a face-to-face meeting was held between the researchers and Company A with the purpose of enabling the start of the experiment. The experiment ran for the planned duration of two weeks, during which the data was collected. The data was analyzed by the researchers and the results were shared with Company A. Qualitative interviews with the users were also planned, but they were not possible due to time constraints and schedules. This posed a challenge as it would have been beneficial to understand the reasons behind the observed data. For instance, the main analysis result showed that on average, 20% of the email alerts resulted in users entering the report tool, and there were large variations between users, but the reasons remained unexplored.
After the analysis was complete, an evaluation meeting was scheduled to look at the data analysis results, interpret them, and use them as input for decision making. As this was the first experiment, only preliminary results were obtained and lower validity was acceptable. The lack of prior email alert and report tool usage data for comparison is a challenge faced with this kind of experiment, which made it difficult to specify a success criteria in the hypothesis. Tentatively, the criterion was set at 90%, but it was known that this described an ideal situation. It was expected that with further, continuous experiment rounds, a better baseline could be empirically motivated and an improvement target set on realistic grounds.

Although this was a relatively long introduction process for Company A, the company participants stated that the collaboration with researchers was needed as having a structured and academic context ensured that the company participants thought through all the details, which probably would have been skipped in everyday operative work. Company A reported that the described introduction process was a good opportunity for them to learn and develop the actual method and get hands-on experience. It was also stated that in the future, the whole process of planning, designing and running an experiment should be shortened to allow for quicker customer feedback.

5.2 Company B’s Journey

The introduction process for Company B took place in autumn of 2015 (see Figure 4). Similarly to Company A, through the aforementioned N4S project, Company B was also aware of the continuous experimentation approach and the expertise of the University of Helsinki team in this area.

Figure 4: Company B case-study timeline.
Understanding the context

The introduction process officially started with an orientation meeting between Company B and the researchers. The participants of the meeting included three development teams who were developing the cloud service platform (see Section 4.1.2), two people from the UX team, two product owners, two technical coaches, and five researchers.

In the orientation meeting, each of the development teams gave a description of the part of the service on which they were working, the functionality, stakeholders involved, underlying challenges they had faced, and the business goals. Following that, the researchers gave a presentation on continuous experimentation including examples of how it can support the development activities. During the meeting, the participants were divided into three groups, with one development team per group. Within the small groups, the researchers encouraged the teams to think about the service and identify areas in which they were facing problems or uncertainties and what addressing these would mean for their teams as well as for the business. This group work helped the teams take a retrospective look at the goals of their products and consider where experimentation might be needed.

After the orientation meeting, one development team together with the UX team, which we will refer to hereafter as Company B, volunteered to be the starting teams for practicing continuous experimentation. The idea was to start with smaller teams to learn the process and be examples and champions for other teams. Both teams were particularly interested in incorporating experimentation in a more structured and well-thought-out way. In particular, as the development team was a relatively young team in the company, they wanted to combine their work practices with continuous experimentation and improve their communication and customer feedback channels. The UX team especially wanted to reach a stage where they could make decisions supported by data rather than just opinions. The UX team expected that appropriate data would make it easier to communicate and achieve buy-in from the development teams and stakeholders.

An additional online meeting and a workshop were held with the development and the UX teams to gain a deeper understanding of the cloud service platform. In the meeting and workshop, the teams presented the information they had collected about users, including personas, user stories, and behavior-driven development (BDD) stories (North, 2006). In particular, as the platform is continuously evolving into a more robust and modern system, they wanted to eliminate those features that were not being used and improve those features that were frequently used. At the time of the online meeting, one feature of the cloud service platform used to accomplish troubleshooting tasks, called activity log, was prioritized for the next release. The activity log provides information about mobile subscription events, such as when a SIM card is registered on the network, a data transfer occurs, or an SMS is sent. The activity log is used by operator users to troubleshoot problems with enterprise subscriptions. A typical scenario would involve troubleshooting during a support call.
Identifying experiment target

The activity log thus became the focal point for an experiment. Reasons for focusing the experiment on the activity log included the following: it was a feature prioritized by the operator; there were uncertainties on how to design the GUI and which functionalities it should include; due to the already planned release date, there was time pressure to make the right decisions expeditiously, with the flexibility that the log could be improved later on; and development of the activity log was just beginning.

In the week following the workshop, Company B prepared and compiled new BDD stories related to the activity log and shared them with the researchers. In turn, the researchers worked with the BDD stories to derive possible experiment design proposals which were then discussed with Company B in a following meeting. Each proposal included a hypothesis and experiment design. From these proposals, Company B then made a selection and informed the researchers. The aim of the selected experiment was to select the right GUI element on the activity log that would best help users complete a troubleshooting task. The main reasons behind the selection were that the GUI element was still in development and there were still uncertainties about its design.

Company B took full charge of completing the experiment design, i.e., refining the hypothesis, specifying the test subjects, and defining the duration of the experiment and how the data would be collected and analyzed. At this point, the researchers only advised Company B regarding the best means to collect data and ways to avoid potential bias during the experiment and analysis of the data.

Running the experiment

In the following week, Company B did a pilot test run of the experiment design with the product owner and based on the feedback, in particular, it was understood that the background information given was not clear. They updated the design accordingly and ran the experiment. Unfortunately, due to the close release deadline, there was not enough time to contact and run the experiment with the real users. Thus, the experiment was run with internal company users that were invited to participate based on availability.

Company B ran the outlined experiment twice. In the first run, Company B quickly realized that there was a flaw in the GUI element versions being compared. Moreover, based on discussions with the researchers, the experimenters (Company B) became aware that they might have introduced some bias into the observation sessions. Thus, Company B determined that the collected data would not be valid for decision making and decided to do a second run. However, even though the first run was not a success, Company B acquired some experience in running experiments and even found an unexpected flaw in their other activity log GUI, which they were able to fix.

In the second run of the experiment, Company B refined the hypotheses to make it more clear (shown in Table 6), defined more distinct experimenter roles, and updated the experiment
design based on the learnings from the first run, which included making the GUI element versions more clear and distinct, as well as increasing the number of versions from five to seven. Consequently, the data obtained in the second run was more valid and reliable. It was also supplemented with test subject interviews. Based on the collected data, Company B was then able to make a decision on the best GUI scenario to implement in the activity log.

Table 6: Experiment details for the second run (Adapted from Yaman et al., 2016.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BDD story</th>
<th>As an Activity Log user, I want to flush network memory for a subscription so that I can be sure that there is no mismatched information and next I can see when the device connects to the network.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assumption</td>
<td>After clicking the reconnect button, user will know what is happening and what to do afterwards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothesis</td>
<td>We believe that with the right feedback message, users are able to tell: (1) what the next action to take is, (2) what the state of device connection is, and (3) what to do if the device does not connect to the network. In order to validate this, users will be shown a set of feedback messages, one at a time, and will be asked to provide answers to the above three criteria. The message with the most &quot;yes&quot; answers for each criterion, especially criterion 1, will be the best message and will be selected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVF</td>
<td>Seven mockups (PowerPoint) with different feedback messages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test subjects</td>
<td>Seven internal company employees invited by the experimenters based on availability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collected data</td>
<td>Yes or no scores for each test subject according to each hypothesis criterion as well as experimenters’ observations of test subjects during the experiment and unstructured interview notes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of running experiment</td>
<td>120 minutes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data analysis</td>
<td>Experimenter judgement yes or no scores on each criterion for each feedback message candidate were summed. The sums were used to rank the feedback messages to identify the best message.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the experiment was complete, an evaluation and retrospective meeting was held where a number of the team members and UX representatives, the new business developer, and the researchers were present. In the meeting, Company B presented and evaluated their three-month journey toward experimentation-driven development.

Overall, even though the introduction process was time-intensive, with several meetings and workshops, Company B was satisfied with the way in which experimentation was introduced. In the last meeting, the participants from the company mentioned that the learnings they got were
worth it and that they expect to carry out experimentation in a more structured way in the future: “We have not done any structured experimentation before. Now we have the structure” (Team leader). In the last meeting, the team leader also stated that for their next steps, they plan to present the implemented experiment and learnings to the other teams involved in development of the cloud service and spread the experimentation culture within other development teams as well.

5.3 Cross-case analysis

The cross-case analysis is based on the collected and analyzed data, and the results from companies’ journeys as described in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. The main purpose of this section is to aggregate knowledge on the introduction process by identifying commonalities and differences. The evidence from both cases is summarized under three broad categories: (1) decisions with respect to starting, designing, conducting and analysing the experiments, (2) benefits that could be observed or were perceived, and (3) challenges that were faced during this process. Under each category, the common themes are described in tabular form, while differences are discussed afterwards. The themes under the relevant decisions, benefits and challenges categories are derived directly from thematic analysis of the collection data (see Section 4.2). Further analysis of these findings against the existing literature is presented in Section 6.

Decision points

Table 7 presents the relevant decisions made in common by both companies throughout the whole process. Each row contains a decision theme along with a description of the corresponding evidence.

Table 7: Relevant decision points taken.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relevant Decisions</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start adopting experiment-driven approach</td>
<td>Both Company A and B made this decision, which was mainly driven by the following:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- To support development decision-making with data rather than opinions or assumptions;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- To reduce uncertainty in user requirements;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- To gain a deeper understanding of usage behavior with their product and service;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- To utilize the convenience of the development stage, i.e., an appropriate infrastructure with access to (proxy) users was ready;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- To learn how to conduct experiments in a more methodical manner; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- To expand this way of working at the organizational</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Experiment target

In both of the companies, it was observed that there was an interest in focusing the experiments on UI elements. Reasons for this focus included:

- Strict schedules – experiments with UI elements are relatively less time-consuming and simpler to design and run;
- As a starting point, it is less risky as it does not require big technological changes and UI modification is easy to deploy, change, or remove based on experiment results; and
- Both companies were uncertain about which features to prioritize and how best to implement them. Thus they wanted to use continuous experimentation to reduce those uncertainties.

### Means of deriving experiments

In working with both companies, we found different ways of identifying and prioritizing experiments. For instance, in Company A, clarifying the stakeholders’ roles and the ways value is delivered was beneficial in identifying relevant assumptions that need to be tested. With Company B, the BDD stories were beneficial in identifying what the user wants to achieve with the product.

### Selecting the assumption to experiment on

When working with both companies, we observed that there are certain aspects that companies need to take into consideration when selecting which experiment to conduct. These aspects included: availability of resources such as time and team’s availability, current technologies being used, status of current development activities, and availability of test subjects.

### Updating the experiment design

As one of the main purposes of doing experiments is being able to make decisions supported by data, it is important for a company to realize when an experiment design has flaws. Both companies iteratively updated their experiment designs. In Company A, the researchers realized that more data might be needed for decision-making and suggested updating the experiment plan and running it again. Company B realized that what was being tested (i.e., GUI elements) was flawed and decided to update and run the experiment again.

The decision to start experimenting was very important, as it determined whether the company or team was willing to invest time and effort in the process. Both companies were motivated to start continuous experimentation in order to reduce uncertainty in their product and service development and gain a deeper understanding of their user and business needs. Despite the common themed decisions, there were differences in the contextual factors that prompted the decisions such as the way of working and the conditions that influenced the selection of the
experiment target, as well as differences in the goals for starting. Company A, for example, was focused on eliminating uncertainties in the development process, while Company B also wanted to improve the communication with all the stakeholders.

Benefits
Table 8 presents the benefits that both company cases experienced throughout the introduction process. Each row represents a benefit along with a description of the corresponding evidence.

Table 8: Benefits gained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New insights with respect to business goals</td>
<td>The whole introduction process resulted in new insights for both companies. Especially, with respect to their own business, products and services, and their customers. Such an understanding helped the companies to select and prioritize features that bring value to the business and customers. For instance, Company B stated that through experimentation, they were able to avoid releasing a feature with no or negative value to customers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decisions supported by data</td>
<td>By running experiments, it was possible for both companies to make development decisions supported by data rather than by assumptions. For example, through evaluation of the results, Company A was able to evaluate whether to keep, change, or abandon the use of the email alert feature in its current form. Company B was also able to select the best GUI element based on the collected data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced development effort</td>
<td>Adopting an experiment-driven approach helped companies start reducing their development effort. For instance, Company A was able to see how Service A was being used, allowing unnecessary development efforts to be cancelled for those features that were not creating value for the user or the business. In the case of Company B, they were able to select the right version of the feature to implement without any coding effort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved knowledge on systematic experimentation</td>
<td>Even though both companies were familiar with the concept of experiment-driven development, none of them had conducted experiments in a structured or methodical way before. Toward the end of the journey, both companies stated that the whole process with the researchers improved their knowledge and experience, which can be seen in their confidence re-running the experiments (e.g., Company B). Both companies also stated their intentions doing experimentation continuously;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Company B was already in the middle of its second experiment at the time of writing of this paper.

Retrospective look
The time taken to review, evaluate, and discuss the business, product, and service, helped the development teams gain new insights on improving their communication and helped them better understand their way of working. For instance, during this process Company B realized that there is a need to improve the communication between the development and UX teams, and conducting experimentation with both teams provided a way to achieve this.

As highlighted in Table 8, the introduction of continuous experimentation offered various benefits for companies, from improved understanding of the value of their services and users, to reduced development efforts. Particularly for Company B, continuous experimentation was also observed to improve communication in their own development teams and give them a retrospective on their ways of working. Furthermore, the introduction process, guided by the researchers, helped the companies to gain the ability to design, implement, and conduct experiments in a more structured and methodical manner. With continued effort, the teams will be able to conduct structured experiments at different levels of their business.

Challenges
Table 9 presents the challenges that were faced by both companies during the process. Each row shows a common challenge next to the description of the corresponding evidence.

Table 9: Challenges faced.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenge</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access to end users</td>
<td>In both of the companies, reaching end users to be involved in the experiment was found to be challenging. In the case of Company A, it was not possible to reach the users for the qualitative analysis part of the experiment. In the case of Company B, it was difficult to reach end users for conducting the experiment. Alternative ways, such as proxy users, were used to overcome the challenge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different stakeholders’ have varying values</td>
<td>There was a multi-layered structure of stakeholders in both cases. Although this is expected, especially in large software organizations and multi-sided business models, it was a challenge to isolate and identify which stakeholders should be involved in the experiments and whose value the experiments should fulfil. Discussion sessions, working with stakeholder analysis, and BDD stories helped guide this process.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Experimentation on an evolving product and service

Both of the companies were in the middle of developing a product and service that was evolving from an old solution to a new, modern solution. Thus, when selecting the first experiment to run, care had to be taken not to create any conflicts between completed, current, and planned development, which can take some time and effort to coordinate.

Inexperience with experimentation

Although the aim of the introduction process was to give knowledge to the companies, the fact that they had not conducted structured experiments before resulted in some hesitancy and indecisiveness in attempting to make experiment-related decisions. For instance, in the case of company B, one of the reasons for not involving real users in the experiment was due to lack of confidence and wanting to wait until more experience had been gained.

Forming the hypothesis success criteria

In both cases it was difficult to access both earlier implementations of the companies’ services. This prevented the teams from forming hypotheses based on comparison or base data. Also, lack of such data made defining success criteria challenging as there was no comparison point.

Existing and short deadlines

Related to the third challenge of experimenting on an evolving product or service, when a company starts doing experimentation, they have to work with or around existing deadlines and commitments which naturally affect experiment prioritization. This was observed in both Company A and Company B.

Length of the process

The introduction process took a relatively long time as it was a study that had elements of action research. For instance, the process from understanding context to running first structured experiment took 11 months for Company A and 3 months for Company B. This unfortunately might affect the motivation and persistence of the company participants.

Some of the challenges described above are due to the multi-layered structure of the product or service. Such a structure, which was observed in both companies, led to difficulties in identifying each stakeholder’s needs and accessing end users for running the first experiments, leading to inability to incorporate end users’ feedback in the development process. While it was possible to get useful data for decision making through internal users, as in Company B, this might unfortunately, limit the validity of the experiment results.

Another challenge in conducting the experiments was validating the hypothesis, i.e., defining success criteria. In the case of Company A, we decided with the company to set it at 90% click-through rate on the emails, but availability of previous data regarding report usage would have allowed us to set a more accurate success criterion. Furthermore, the volatile environment in the business area meant that the interest towards the experiment would decrease quickly with
new priorities. Thus obtaining proper baseline data quickly enough proved challenging. There was a similar challenge in Company B, where some experimentation ideas would have required comparative data to validate that a feature in a new software version is better than an earlier version. This was the company's first structured experiment, and we observed that inexperience with the approach can lead to uncertainty, introduction of biases in experiments, and indecisiveness. In general, researchers’ guidance and encouragement helped to mitigate these challenges.

6 Discussion
Our study found that introducing continuous experimentation requires a careful presentation of practices. In our study the introduction process was facilitated by researchers who also served as experts on experimentation. The findings are in line with those of Olsson et al. (2012), who emphasized the need for knowledgeable people to be involved, to take on the role of facilitator and provide guidelines on how to apply experimentation in the development of their products and services. The need for guidelines was also noted by Fagerholm et al. (2014, 2016) in their development of the RIGHT model. Even though many of the benefits and challenges of experimentation that are described in the literature were found to be inline with what we have observed in our study, we particularly identified those that were related to conducting first structured experiments. In addition, we have outlined the activities and the decisions points involved in the introduction process as guidelines, thus contributing novel results to the field as the related work did not provide such knowledge.

The next subsections discuss each of the four research questions outlined in Section 3 and compares the findings with our expectations and related works.

6.1 Activities involved in the introduction process
Following from RQ1, it was identified that the introduction process followed a similar set of activities for both companies, with slight variations depending on the context of the company. The starting point was the willingness of the company to adopt or at least try to integrate the approach in their development process. Adopting experimentation-driven practices for strategic decision-making is one of the key practices identified by Karvonen et al. (2015) for companies to reach the final stage of the “stairway to heaven” model, i.e., R&D as an innovation experiment system. It is critical that companies see the need and are motivated because time and effort need to be invested in the process. The development teams involved in this study did not have prior knowledge about performing structured experiments, which created a need for experts. In this study, the expertise was provided by the researchers from the University of Helsinki.

In our study it was helpful that we started with motivated teams who understood the need for the new development approach. This is in line with Dougherty and Hardy’s (1996) findings on innovation. We found that it is also important to select or identify those individuals in the development team who will be active in the introduction process. These become the new experts for future experiments in the companies. In Company A, the driving force was a service
business developer and in Company B it was a product team leader. Similar experiences have been described by Olsson et al. (2012), who recommends starting the transformation with small development teams.

The next activity in our study after establishing motivation was the selection of a product or service (see Figures 5 and 6). This is accompanied by gaining deeper understanding of the company and its product/service context. We observed that in Company A, we commenced with the broad picture of Service A and narrowed down on the critical product features by prioritization in a structured way. In Company B, we started with a specific product feature and investigated the link from there to the higher-level product vision in an exploratory way. Both approaches were successful because they fit the profiles of each company. Understanding the context involved several face-to-face and remote meetings, as well as workshops. Not only were these meetings beneficial for the researchers in understanding the company, but the activities also helped the companies to better understand their own context and work. Notably, including multidisciplinary roles, especially in the beginning of the introduction process, helped in evaluating the necessity for experimentation from different perspectives. For instance, business people provided their insights on product and service features, which were discussed as potential foci for experimentation.

Better understanding of the context and product/service allowed the companies and researchers to identify uncertainties that might pose critical risks to the product development success (e.g., customer risks, problem risks, solution risks). These uncertainties were described as assumptions, which were then formulated as testable hypotheses. Afterwards, these hypotheses were prioritized and appropriate experiments were defined to test the prioritized hypotheses. As echoed by some of the experimentation models covered in Section 2 (i.e., RIGHT, ESSSDM, HYPEX, QCD), all the identified assumptions should be put in a backlog and from there assumptions should be prioritized in order to determine which experiment to conduct next. Prioritization depends on the context, time constraints, and development effort.

In our study, we focused initially on experiments on UI features. This was because they were seen as smaller, and easier to implement, and they allowed feedback to be obtained quickly, which was important because both companies had pre-existing deadlines and the experiment had to be completed within a reasonable time frame. Moreover, it is easier for the researchers to transfer their knowledge and practices using small experiments. This is also in line with Olsson et al.’s (2012) recommendation that it is easier to focus on features than components when shifting to agile practices.

Following the selection of the experiment, the next activity was designing the experiment. Here the researchers used their expertise and experience to facilitate the process, for instance, helping the companies formulate hypotheses from the identified assumptions. The hypothesis should be clear and testable, i.e., it should state the data to be collected, for how long, and what is to be measured. The experiment should be capable of validating the hypothesis. If an experiment is poorly designed, making a decision based on the experimental outcomes will be almost impossible and it should be re-designed and run again. Through hands-on work and
close collaboration through the whole experiment design process, we wanted the companies to learn the process of making decisions driven by data as well as how to establish a short customer feedback cycle. Both aspects are key practices identified by Karvonen et al. (2015) as important practices to have in an innovation system. However, in this study the quick customer feedback could not be established due to the multi-layered structure of the companies.

The last activity that has to be performed by companies is to decide what to do with the results of the experiments (see Figures 5 and 6). The experiments provide information, but ultimately the companies incorporate other factors in making a decision on whether to rerun the experiment, develop the MVF, or abandon the feature.

In summary, the activities followed were as follows: establish need and motivation, identify a development team to start with, understand the context, identify champions within the development team, identify a product or service, identify assumptions, select and prioritize assumptions, draft experimentation design, conduct the experiment, collect and share findings, and make decisions based on the findings. These activities are illustrated with each company's timeline in Figures 5 and 6.

Figure 5: Activities involved during the introduction experiment process for Company A.
Figure 6: Activities involved during the introduction experiment process for Company B.

In looking at Figure 5 and 6, we see that although the activities involved in the introduction process are similar for both companies, differences in duration and sequencing of the activities exist. For example, for Company A, the initial six activities before drafting the experiment design were performed relatively quickly and in parallel. This was because many of these activities were done during workshops (see Section 5.1). While with Company B, initial activities were more sequential with one or more activities ending before others begin. This could have been a result of the company’s structure and way of working, i.e. they needed time in order to prepare for the activities, and consult on the decision points. Another visible difference between Figure 5 and 6 is that while Company A activities are linear, Company B has an iterative set of activities, i.e., draft experiment design and conduct experiment. This was because Company B noticed a flaw in the experiment design and decided to rerun it.

From both figures, we also see that the activity of collecting and sharing findings takes the longest time in comparison to other activities. The activity however is dependent on the number of test subjects, the scale of the MVF and duration of data collection. In particular for Company A, we see that they had two long sets of activities, i.e., draft experiment design, and collect and share learnings. The former was long as a result of holidays and the latter as a result of technically implementing the MVF.
Keeping in mind that only two cases are included, we observe that there is no standard sequence or duration of activities. The activities rely on the company, product and service contexts. We further notice that duration of activities has an influence on the motivation of companies in adopting continuous experimentation. For example, at the end of the 3 month introduction process, Company B still had high motivation and persistence that they immediately embarked on a second experiment. While the 11 month process for Company A might have reduced their motivation, resulting in the experiment not being run for a second time, as would have been advisable. Thus, to maintain motivation, and to also make the introduction process more economical for companies, ways of shortening the introduction process would need to be identified and implemented.

6.2 Relevant decision points during introduction process

Through the collaborative process, based on our RQ2, we were able to observe the type of decisions the companies made and when they made them. For instance, for both companies, the decision to start continuous experimentation was driven by similar needs, such as the need to support development and decision-making processes by data rather than by assumptions or opinions.

Furthermore, a decision on which assumptions to test through running experiments had to be made. This decision included taking into account existing deadlines of the evolving products and services, time and resources availability and the possible learnings to be obtained. It was observed that both companies decided to focus on UI elements that were being developed, because UI elements were a lower risk and did not require much resources from the companies. Validation of small parts of features is also supported by Olsson and Bosch (2014) in the HYPEX model. In particular, UI or UX experiments are possible in many organizations, even ones developing security or performance systems where experimentation would not otherwise be possible (Karvonen et al., 2015). Hence, the choice of where and what to experiment on has to fit with the company goals, current schedules and priorities. Ideally, however, companies should aim to test the most value-creating features and design experiments that would actually test the value of features.

Other decisions made were related to conducting the experiment. Decisions here included selecting the means for identifying and prioritizing the experiments (e.g., using BDD stories for Company B and using the product roadmap for Company A), selecting the test subjects, deciding on operational details of the experiment such as when to run the experiment and for what duration, as well as deciding to update and rerun the experiment in order to reach a correct conclusion (Company B). Additionally, we observed that especially in large companies like Company A and B, decisions are rarely based only on experimentation results but also other organizational factors.

When looking at the roles involved in the decision points, we observed that for Company A, the relevant decisions were made by the business manager and were made mostly during the workshops and meetings with the researchers. In Company B, a majority of the relevant
decisions were made internally by the technical coach in consultation with the UX team, and then communicated to the researchers during meetings. Thus, even though both companies had a similar number of participants in the collaboration, we observed different styles of decision-making but we also observed the importance of having at least one company participant in the collaboration that is able to make decisions.

6.3 Benefits gained by introducing continuous experimentation

Relating to RQ3, the process of introducing continuous experimentations revealed several benefits for the companies as described in Section 5.3. Some of the benefits gained, which were also observed in related work (Olsson and Bosch, 2014 and Yaman et al., 2016), include improved understanding of the need for user involvement in the development process and getting rapid feedback. Moreover, the teams gained new insights and understanding regarding their product and services, the users, and their development processes during the introduction. This was for instance expressed by the business developer in Company A: “we see that understanding end-customers via analytics and experimentation is vital key to successful services and business”. While the technical coach in Company B, realized that without doing experimentation, the chances of creating features with zero or negative value was higher. The technical coach further added that “experimentation made it clear to the team that there is no need to debate between opinions as you can quickly test them with an experiment”.

Another benefit gained was a result of the close collaboration between the researchers and the case companies. The collaboration led to improved practical knowledge about conducting experiments in a systematic way. This involves being able to form hypotheses that can be tested, deciding on the data to collect that is necessary for validating the set hypotheses, and the methods to use to collect and analyze the data. As the business developer in Company A affirmed, “we got hands-on experience from actually doing experimentation” and they understand that “practice will make it perfect”, as stated by the technical coach in Company B.

The need for expertise or experience was also noted by the researchers. Situations arose in which both companies required expert advice on experimentation. For example, the development team from Company B asked researchers about the experimenter effect in order to understand how to eliminate such threats in the experiment design. The answers to such requests can fundamentally affect the experiment design, so it is crucial for the answer to be based on expertise. On the other hand, we were aware that as a facilitator (either external or internal to the companies), care should be taken not to take on all the responsibility. It is important to involve the development teams throughout the process, encouraging them to work together and be hands-on, in order to get the experience and for the learnings to be meaningful.

Moreover, as reported by Olsson and Bosch (2014), one of the benefits of introducing continuous experimentation is that it improves communication in organizational units. This was one aspect in which Company B was particularly interested in and have already devised plans to use experiments as a means to connect different development units and improve communication between them.
As the unit of analysis of the current study is the introduction process, we realize that most of the benefits of experimentation which are outlined in literature (e.g., improvement in user satisfaction, revenue increase) have not been actualized by the companies yet. But, based on the benefits already gained and the motivation and persistence of the companies, we see that those benefits can also be fully achieved in the longer term.

6.4 Challenges faced during the introduction process

Despite the benefits experienced, there were various challenges encountered in the introduction process, following from RQ4. Some challenges faced were a result of the multi-layered structure of the companies which resulted in difficulties determining whose value the different service features fulfilled and how. This challenge was also identified by Olsson and Bosch (2014) in their validation of the HYPEX model and by Rissanen and Munch (2015). The multi-layered structure also played a role in being able to access users of the services. This was also realized by Fagerholm et al. (2014): when companies are not selling their products or services directly to end users, the intermediaries might interfere with the possibility of collecting data from experiments with end users. In many existing experimentation models, the customer and the user are considered synonymous but in both of the companies in this study, this was not the case. This additional layer of understanding about whose value was targeted in the experiment and how to access them represented a new dimension as well.

Both Company A and B made the decision to use different kinds of proxy users to overcome challenges arising from lack of access to end users. Company A decided to use beta testers from the client organization as proxy users and run the experiment with them. Company B used internal employees as the proxy users. The learnings of conducting experiments were still gained, but ideally, feedback from real users would be more beneficial.

Particularly for Company B, not only the multilayered structure but inexperience with experimentation made them hesitant on reaching users before gaining some experience. As one member from the UX team explained, “[The whole] idea of experimentation is quite new to our customers so [there are] kind of political reasons why in the first place we did not contact our customers. It was so agile to do it in-house and we did it so fast with our workmates. [...] We wanted to learn about the continuous experimentation approach and it would be easier to practice it in-house in the beginning.”

In addition, because both companies were in the middle of developing an evolving service, there were existing feature prioritizations and deadlines that influenced the selection of the experiment target and scale of the experiments, as well as resource allocation. Together with the multilayered structure, this made it rather difficult to perform experiments that would have rather determined whether the features are at all necessary or suitable for accomplishing given tasks that have already been found to fulfill user needs (Yaman et al. 2016). For Company B, this resulted in the selection of a small-scale UI experiment, even though a more ambitious or bigger experiment would have provided more value to the teams and the user. Although Company A also selected the target of the experiment to be a UI element, the experiment itself
was of a larger scope, involving technical implementation of a MVF, and the experiment results had a larger impact on development decisions. Defining useful experiments was acknowledged by Björk et al. (2013) as not being easy.

As described by many of the experimentation models, a good, testable hypothesis is needed to drive the experiment forward, including identifying the success criteria and data to collect and measure. Defining metrics and what data to collect was similarly found to be challenging in the work of Olsson and Bosch (2014). Due to the evolving nature of the services being developed by both companies, it was difficult to access data from previous implementations. This resulted in difficulty to set a realistic success criterion in the case of Company A. A conversion rate of 90% was selected as the success criterion, but this was not founded on any previous conversion rate data. However, for the next experiment run, the initial results can be used to set more realistic success criteria. Thus, being flexible with the success criteria in the beginning and running the experiment a few times would be a way to overcome this challenge.

Looking at the introduction process itself, long duration was observed to have a negative effect on companies’ motivation and persistence, which is understandable due to the cost accrued. For Company A, the process took 11 months – however, this includes nearly two months of waiting due to holidays. Company A also implemented a MVF for data collection, which lengthened the process duration. In case of Company B, the process took around 3 months. However, Company B conducted a smaller UI experiment, used mockups and internal employees, and had champions actively running the experiments, which resulted in a shortened process. As seen in Section 6.1, both companies progressed through a similar set of activities and conducted one experiment. Thus with careful planning of the introduction process activities, the duration of the introduction process can be shortened to suit company needs.

7 Validity

Validity in case study research can be considered in terms of internal validity, construct validity, and generalizability of the results. With regard to internal validity, the main objective of this study was to obtain descriptive knowledge about introducing continuous experimentation in companies and the study does not directly aim at proving causality. The introduction approach revealed by this study is likely to be of interest to anyone who wants to introduce experimentation in an organization.

Construct validity for this study can be discussed from different points of view. Firstly, as researchers with prior experimentation experience, we were familiar with the benefits of experimentation in software development. For instance, when we constructed RQ3 (i.e., benefits of introducing the approach to an organization), we realized the potential threat of allowing our prior knowledge on the benefits of experimentation to influence the current study. However, during the data analysis stage, we were careful to extract and analyze data based only on the cases, focusing on the introduction processes, rather than on the expected or promised benefits of experimentation. Although the process might still be subject to researcher expectancy bias in general, other researchers not involved in the initial data analysis reviewed
the results in an effort to eliminate such a threat. Furthermore, representatives from the case organizations were available throughout the process and were involved in the writing of this paper to ensure that our interpretations did not conflict with their understanding.

Secondly, the term *experimentation* can cause threats to construct validity as experimentation in software development does not necessarily have the same meaning as in scientific experiments. Although there are similarities, there are fundamental differences; in scientific experimentation, hypotheses are derived from theory or existing knowledge, whereas experimentation in software development is about working hypotheses that have more pragmatic utility in business. Therefore, at the beginning of the introduction process and when forming the hypotheses, we emphasized this difference in experimentation. For example, in the first experiment with Company A, a tentative success criterion for the hypothesis was acceptable, which would not be the case in a scientific experiment.

In terms of generalizability, we are interested in whether the results of this study would be applicable to other software development companies wanting to transition toward continuous experimentation. We cannot make strong claims based on two cases, but the similarity of the findings between the two cases is such that it would not be surprising if they were valid for other companies, as well. Another form of generalization of primary interest to the companies is how to disseminate the experimentation-driven culture and learnings within their own organizations. In this study, the researchers had a facilitator role based on their expertise with experimentation. However, for companies transitioning on their own, the level of understanding of experimentation principles needed or the dangers of attempting to introduce experimentation without much understanding remains unknown on the basis of our results. This, unfortunately, poses a potential threat to the generalizability of the results to situations in which different (or no) facilitators are present.

8 Conclusion

Many companies are interested in experiment-driven development. However, not all companies have the experience, knowledge, or time required to learn the existing approaches and adopt them in their development teams. Even though several experimentation approaches have been developed to help companies perform experiment-driven development, there is a lack of clear guidelines on how to actually start. In this study, we have presented a multi-case study describing the journeys of two software companies during the introduction process of continuous experimentation.

In examining the journeys of the case companies, we identified a set of ten activities involved in the introduction process that were similar to both. These activities are however flexible in duration and sequence to suit the company’s circumstances and ways of working. In this study, we further identified relevant decision points made by the companies. These ranged from the companies’ willingness to adopt continuous experimentation, the participating development teams, to decisions on which experiment to conduct and how to utilize the experiment findings.
Having a company participant that is able to make decisions was an important part for the introduction process.

Moreover, we identified several benefits and challenges companies can face during the introduction process. For instance, benefits such as making development decisions based on empirical data were observed during the study time frame, whereas other benefits, such as gaining new insights with respect to business goals and customers were beginning to be observed, but are expected to be fully realized as the approach gets more adopted into the companies. During the introduction process, particularly for companies without prior experience with systematic experimentation, it was found to be beneficial to have experts facilitating the process. Especially during the selection of an experiment target and drafting experiment design activities. On the other hand, constraints such as the multilayered stakeholder structure, unavailability of prior product and system data, and existing product release deadlines, hindered the type of experiments that could be conducted for the first time and in turn also limited the benefits that could be obtained from continuous experimentation such as getting feedback from real users.

Regardless of the challenges, we observed in this study that by starting with small teams, first running experiments on small-scale features, and working in collaboration with experts guiding the process, resulted in a successful introduction with valuable learnings for the both the companies and the researchers. We have already disseminated the current findings to the companies involved, and we are continuing to work with them on integrating continuous experimentation further in their development processes.

Also, from the researchers’ perspectives, the introduction process resulted in improved understanding of continuous experimentation, which was one of the aims of the study. In future work, we expect to introduce the process to more companies, allowing us to develop a roadmap that can easily help software companies adopt continuous experimentation. Domain-specific variants of the roadmap are expected to exist. In addition, we plan to assess in more detail the expected benefits with respect to the time and effort invested in the introduction process. Such information would assist the development teams in their planning as well as achieving buy-in from other teams or company heads. We would also like to examine the role of experts and how much expertise is required at the starting stage in future studies. Another area where more exploration would be beneficial is the finding that since the customer and the end user can be different entities, there are actually different feedback loops that can be shortened. This distinction is not made in the different experimentation models and should be further investigated.
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